











































































































Normalizing inputs to speedup learning

a E
M O O O Normalizing input

µ InEricE E o u
3 O O O 62 ImExitinput veet

X X I 62

Can we normalize at at to train W et w 63
faster
Bathroom normalize zh 22

implementing batch norm

given some intermediatevalues in Nov I I

H µ InEzi
2 G In fei uk numeric stability

oaf3 Eagan zine
leannableparameters

41 Ii YEnorm tB
if we don't want to the hiddenunits
between mean zero and variance
we want different distribution

use It for later computation insteadof Zi














































































































linearizationusing 31 ie nom
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so we can use 4 to make scene that It

is the range what we want

Fitting batch norm into a NN
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using gradientdescent Raspnap Adam
to optimize theparameters
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Normalize the values of the hidden units between zero mean and variance one 
speed up the learning.








Inpractice working with mini batches

U 1
zh 1 I al
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DN

z l weare a µ
batch nom Zero mean eliminate
theeffect of Gl

Z l weal i insteadof Gl
Z norm El Y Elnom t

implement gradientdescent with Gatch norm

for t i nun ofminibatch
compute forwardprop on x

in eachhiddenlayer use BN to compute El
use backprop to compute

dud dpe dye
update we we a dud RMSprop AdamM pl a dpl gradientdescent

ykyl.uadye







































































Learning on shifting inputdistribution

x

test

training
differentdistribution

iua

training only bleed cats colorcats on test

µ same effecton deepnets
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3 Hiddenlayer

3 Hiddenlayer job is to map art to 5
learn ee as
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Because of batch norm mean and variance is the same no matter that the values 
change 

limit the effect of the previous layer's values changes to the later layers ◦
easier to learn to the later layers
◦












Each mini batch is scaled by mean / variance computed on just the given mini 
batch 

⇒ this adds some noise to the values     similar to Dropout, it adds some ◦

noise to each hidden layer's activations 
⇒ a slight regularization effect
‣














from theperspective ofthe 3 Hidden units
we b uh ed change all the time

sufferingoftheproblem couacinateshift

Batchnorm reduce the distribution
tf 24

ooh EaEET z i

Batch noon as regularization

Batch size 64 e28 512 reduceregularization
elleat










Predicting a single example ⇒ no mini-batch ⇒ 
using exponentially weighted average to compute a mean and a variance ◦
across the mini batches during the training 

use this mean and variance at Test time to compute: 
 
 

Batch norm at test time
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